The novel opens with Aunt Polly scrounging the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, "Look behind you!" and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom's mischievous nature and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at supper time. His mother scolds him for being late and asks if he has been skipping school that afternoon and went elsewhere. Tom is ashamed and admits that his mother is right, that he has been skipping school and has been caught. Aunt Polly is satisfied.

Tom goes out of the house into the street. He is looking forward to whistling. While wondering who he should whistle to, Tom met a boy who is also looking for someone to whistle to. Tom and the boy met and eventually chat the afternoon away in the way boys do.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirtied clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get Jim to do some of the whitewashing in return for a "shoe alley," a kind of marble. Tom almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases Tom off, leaving Tom alone with his labor.
The novel opens with Aunt Polly scrounging the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom’s mischief and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at suppertime and is sickened to find a letter about his adventures. During supper, Aunt Polly informs him that he will be skipped school that afternoon and must go home to do his homework. When Tom asks what he is supposed to do, Aunt Polly is satisfied. Tom’s half-brother, Sid, and Tom’s friend, Huck, knock on the door and show him that his coffee is still warm from breakfast. Tom asks Huck to take him to fetch some tobacco. Tom has sworn to himself to disguise himself to go to a party at a friend’s house.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirty clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of mouth. Jim almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his chores.
Equine Nutrition And Feeding Second Edition

Feeding recommendations. Administer one tube (60 g) of Race Recovery Paste one to two hours after racing, or as soon as the horse returns to its stall, and a second tube later that night or the morning following the race.

Race Recovery - Kentucky Equine Research

Stabilised rice bran has become a popular dietary additive for many different types of horses. Despite the popularity of rice bran and its benefits to horses, many horse owners are confused regarding the what, when and why of stabilised rice bran.

Stabilised Rice Bran - Kentucky Equine Research

My mare is on her second bout of ulcers and, unfortunately, she's not the kind of horse that can live off of just hay in the winter. The first time she had ulcers was when I first got her.

Feeding A Horse With Ulcers - The Horse Forum

Equus is a genus of mammals in the family Equidae, which includes horses, donkeys, and zebras. Within Equidae, Equus is the only recognized extant genus, comprising seven living species.

Equus (genus) - Wikipedia

Learn about allergies in horses, the common signs and symptoms, and what you can do to support your horse. For horses with allergies, the article discusses supplements that are supportive, such as Spirulina, MSM, and Omega 3 Fatty Acids, as well as preventative measures you can take.

Allergies in Horses - SmartPak Equine Health Library

Karen Briggs. Karen Briggs is the author of six books, including the recently updated Understanding Equine Nutrition as well as Understanding The Pony, both published by Eclipse Press.

Equine Sense of Smell – The Horse

Platinum Power is the ultimate athletic performance supplement to support your horse. It combines four premium formulas into one equine supplement. Order now.

Performance Supplements for Horses | Equine Athletic...

Introduction Equine Cushing’s disease is one of the most common diseases of horses greater than 15 years of age. The clinical signs are associated with abnormally elevated hormone concentrations in the blood and along with other hormones, cortisol, plays an important role in this disease.

Equine Cushings Disease: Equine Pituitary Pars Intermedia...

Does your horse need Joint Support? So now that you know some of the basic terms used, here are some differences between alfalfa hay and grass hay that can help you decide which is the best hay to feed your horse.

Best Hay To Feed Your Horse | Sweetwater Nutrition®

Added 8-3-18: copied from the pinned post on my Facebook Group, Hoof Rehab Help – there’s a lot of the same info as above, but also some updated information on supplements available in other countries and my current feeding program at home.

Feeding the Hoof - Hoof Rehab
I have been feeding my horses a fat supplement heavily for the last 3 years and it has benefited my herd greatly! My performance horses are calmer but yet maintain weight easier, and my brood mares and foals are maintaining and growing better and everything on the place shines like a new penny! I feed a complete equine mineral daily along with...